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Abstract—In this paper, we present an authentication scheme
for group-based peer-to-peer 3D streaming that takes advan-
tage of secure group communication to reduce computation
overheads of authentication. Users of the same interest first
form a group, and one of the users is then elected to be
the trusted leader, who is to download 3D contents, to verify
their authenticity and integrity, and to send group members
a checksum value for each 3D content piece via group secure
channels. By the encrypted checksum values, a group member
can authenticate 3D contents downloaded from any source.
Since checksum is cheap to compute, much computation is
saved. We have evaluated the computation saving of the
proposed scheme for the case of progressive meshes based on
the hash chain signature 3D streaming authentication scheme.
We have also evaluated the rendering quality when embedding
hash chain signatures into the least significant bits (LSBs) of
the mesh data to make the signatures imperceptible.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

3D streaming refers to the continuous and real-time
delivery of 3D contents (e.g., meshes, textures, etc.) over
networks to allow user interactions without a prior full
download. 3D streaming is applying to virtual environments
(VEs) [1], such as massively multiplayer online games
(MMOGs), because VE pre-installations via CD/DVD or a
prior download are unpractical, for the contents are large and
dynamic (e.g., Second Life [2] hosts 34 terabytes of user-
generated dynamic contents in 2007). Similar to audio or
video media streaming, 3D contents need to be fragmented
into pieces at a server, before they can be transmitted,
reconstructed, and displayed at the clients. However, unlike
media streaming, because users accessing 3D contents often
have different visibility or interests, transmission sequence
in 3D streaming thus varies from user to user and requires
individualized visibility calculations.

Current 3D streaming schemes can be classified into four
main types:object streaming, scene streaming, visualization
streaming, and image-based streaming. In this paper, we
focus on scene streaming and object streaming together;
when we mention 3D streaming in the following context,
we refer to object streaming and scene streaming. A vir-
tual environment scene usually involves a collection of
3D objects placed arbitrarily in space that are streamed to
clients according to object visibility and/or user interests.
As many more objects may exist than what a user can

see at a moment, scene streaming techniques in general
determine the object download priorities dynamically and
then download the objects for the user according to the
user’s ever-changing position and angle of view as well as
objects’ importance. Object streaming techniques, such as
progressive mesh streaming[3], can then be used to help
download objects progressively. For example, in progres-
sive mesh streaming, objects are represented asprogressive
meshes, in which a base mesh, the lowest level-of-detail
version of the mesh, can first be sent to a user, and then
a series of refinements, calledvertex splits, can be delivered
to improve the level-of-detail of the mesh. In this way, a
user can quickly view a coarse version of the mesh, trading
off between waiting time and mesh quality. Further, a user
may stop the transmission if it looses interest in the mesh
or finds the quality of the intermediate mesh good enough.

3D streaming can be based on the client-server model,
as used in Second Life [2]. This model is easy to design;
however, it is hard to scale due to prohibitively vast amount
of server-side bandwidth required for a massive audience.
On the other hand, 3D streaming can be based on the peer-
to-peer (P2P) model, as used in FLoD [4], [5]. In this
model, clients of 3D streaming applications can obtain 3D
contents from other clients instead of the server. Since clients
navigating nearby virtual environment regions usually share
similar 3D contents, most contents can be downloaded from
clients and the server bandwidth consumption is reduced
dramatically. P2P 3D streaming can thus achieve very high
scalability.

As 3D contents may be obtained from clients in P2P
3D streaming, the need to verify the integrity and authen-
ticity of the the contents arises. Integrity verification and
authentication are particular important in applications such
as online shops or auction, where a user needs to ensure
that the 3D model of an item he or she is interested in is
indeed from a trusted source and has not been tampered
with. One method to achieve this is to generate amessage
authentication code(MAC), taking as inputs the content to
verify and a secret key known only to the content owner and
receiver. The MAC is then sent together with the content.
The receiver, using the content received and the secret key,
can recompute the MAC and verify it against the MAC
received. Since MACs are computed and verified with the
same secret key, they can be verified only by intended



recipients who possess the key beforehand. Another method
for content authentication is to make the content owner sign
a digital signature (DS), which is a piece of information
based on both the content and the owner’s private key. The
receiver can verify the content by the owner’s public key,
which is publicly accessible, so the DS scheme is suitable for
public authentication [6]. Some watermarking methods [6],
[7] were proposed for authenticating 3D contents. They are
based on concepts similar to either the DS or the MAC. For
example, Wu and Cheung proposed a public authentication
method to imperceptibly embed the owner’s signature into
the 3D content by “stealing” least significant bits (LSBs) of
floating point numbers representing the content.

The nature of 3D streaming, however, introduces a new
complication in authentication. Suppose we generate a single
DS (or MAC) for the whole 3D contents, then the 3D con-
tents can only be authenticated when the they are completely
received. It is crucial, however, for users to be able to
authenticate the contents progressively (i.e., to authenticate
the 3D contents as they are being received), since 1) we want
to detect any malicious tampering early, and 2) not all users
wait to receive the whole 3D contents. For the case of 3D
mesh objects, a naive solution for progressive authentication
is to generate a DS (or MAC) for the base mesh and for each
of the refinement sent. This solution, however, is expensive.
In [8], the hash-chain and Rabin signature schemes are
proposed to decrease the cost of signing digital signatures.

In this paper, we present an efficient solution for progres-
sive authentication of P2P 3D streaming that takes advantage
of secure group communication to further save computation.
Users in virtual environments usually form a group to
perform specific actions. For example, friends might visit
a virtual shopping mall together. One of the users of the
group is assumed to be the trusted leader, who is to download
3D contents and verify their authenticity and integrity by a
specified 3D streaming progressive authentication scheme
mentioned above. The leader then sends group members
a checksum value for each 3D content piece via group
secure channels. A group member can download 3D contents
from any user, even from non-group members, and can
authenticate the downloaded 3D contents by the encrypted
checksum values received from the leader. Since checksum
is cheap to compute, much computation is saved. We will
evaluate the computation saving of the proposed scheme
for the case of progressive meshes based on the hash-
chain signature 3D streaming authentication scheme which
is so far of the lowest computation cost to the best of our
knowledge. We will also evaluate the rendering quality when
embedding the hash-chain signature into the LSBs of the
mesh data. We show that such embedding is imperceptible
(i.e., it does not introduce significant distortion to the mesh),
while at the same time, preserves the total size of the mesh.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce some related work. We describe the proposed

method in Section 3, and show its evaluations in Section 4.
Finally, some concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce some related work, including
P2P 3D streaming, authenticated 3D streaming, progressive
meshes, imperceptible public 3D mesh authentication, and
secret key exchange. The notations used in this section and
in the rest of this paper are listed in Table I.

Table I
NOTATIONS

peeri the peer/memberi
PKi the peeri’s public key
H(x) hash operator with input messagex
Esk[x] message encryptingx by symmetric keysk
{x}PK message encryptingx by asymmetric keyPK
x‖y concatenation of the messagesx andy
cj checksum of 3D data pieceDj

tj timestamp ofcj

ctj checksum ofcj and tj
A → B : x peerA sends messagex to peerB.

x
?
= y to check if valuex is equal to valuey

x
?

< y to check if valuex is small than valuey

A. Peer-to-Peer 3D Streaming

FLoD [4], [5] is the first P2P 3D streaming framework that
partitions the VE into rectangular cells, and specifyscene
descriptions(i.e., files containing lists of objects within each
cells) for object discovery. It relies on the recent research
of P2P virtual environment (P2P VE) [?], [9], [10], where a
2D spatial overlay returns a list of nearby users within the
area of interest(AOI) for the discovery of content sources.
The returned neighbors are calledAOI neighbors. Once a
navigating user obtains a list of AOI neighbors, the user
can then send queries to these AOI neighbors to exchange
states on scene content availability, and request the AOI
neighbors to exchange contents. The server is contacted only
if no neighbors have the relevant contents. As the query-
response approach to inquire content availability may be
slow, a follow-up work of FLoD [11] adopts an alternative
strategy where peers would actively push content availability
to their AOI neighbors to reduce time for state exchange.
Additional AOI neighbors are also maintained to increase the
potential pool of source peers who could provide contents.

B. Authenticated 3D Streaming

Authenticity of progressive mesh streaming can be con-
firmed if a digital signature is generated for each piece of
3D streaming data. However, to generate digital signature
for each piece is not practical because public key cryptosys-
tem consumes a lot of computation power. Some efficient
stream signing mechanisms [8], [12] are proposed to avoid
generating digital signature for each piece. Below in this
subsection, we introduce a protocol proposed in [8] using
hash chains to achieve very low computation cost.



Dn = H(Dn)

Dn−1 = H(Dn−1‖Dn)

Dn−2 = H(Dn−2‖Dn−1)

. . . = . . .

D1 = H(D1‖D2)

D0 = H(meta‖D0‖D1)

∆D = Signsk(D0)

Figure 1. Production rules for hash chain-based 3D streamingauthenti-
cation

A 3D object, consisting of both mesh and texture data, can
be treated logically as abase pieceplus manyrefinement
pieces [5], where each refinement piece depends on the
previous piece. When a 3D object owner publishes 3D
data, he/she first divides the data intoD0,D1,D2, . . . ,Dn,
where D0 is the base piece andD1,D2,D3, . . . ,Dn is
refinement pieces. The owner then computes, according to
the production rules in Figure 1, a hash chainD0, . . . , Dn

out of those pieces and only signsD0. The owner then
disseminates the digital signature∆D, the metadatameta

(e.g., the object’s ID, owner, size, number of pieces, etc.)of
the object, andD0, D0, D1, D1, ... as a data stream. Note
that in order to verify thei-th pieceDi, the hash valueDi

is sent beforeDi. This is becauseDi+1 is required when
verifying Di, as shown below.

The authenticity and integrity of 3D contents can be pro-
gressively verified by the receiver receiving the stream∆D,
meta, D0, D0, D1, D1, .... The receiver can first verify the
main signature∆D(= Signsk(D0)) by the owner’s public
key. The base pieceD0 is verified if D0 = H(meta|D0|D1),
and the first refinement pieceD1 is verified if D1 =
H(D1|D2). Likewise, the receiver can verify all subsequent
pieces with just one hash operator. To sum up, this protocol
allows a receiver to efficiently verify a sequence of 3D
contents. Note that the protocol has the property of public
authentication, since it utilizes the owner’s public key, which
is publicly accessible, as the basis of authenticating pieces.

C. Progressive Meshes

Progressive mesh, proposed by Hoppe in 1996, is one
of the well-known techniques for representing level of
details for a 3D mesh at fine granularity [3]. Given a non-
progressive 3D mesh, the technique derives a coarser version
of the mesh with fewer vertices by repeatedly merging two
adjacent vertices. This operation is callededge collapse.
Typically the operation is performed in a sequence that
results in minimal distortion to the mesh (e.g., by collapsing
shortest edge first). The final, simplified model obtained after
the sequence of operations becomes thebase mesh. From the
base mesh, we can obtain the original mesh by performing

the reverse operationvertex split, by repeatedly splitting the
merged vertices, thereby restoring the edges that has been
collapsed. A progressive mesh therefore consists of the base
mesh, plus a series of vertex split operations.

To stream a progressive mesh, the base mesh is sent first,
followed by a sequence of packets containing the vertex
splits, allowing the receiver to render a simplified versionof
the mesh, before refining the quality of the rendered mesh by
performing the vertex split operations received. Groupingof
vertex splits into packets (orpacketization) for progressive
mesh streaming is addressed in [13].

D. Imperceptible Public 3D Mesh Authentication

Wu and Cheung proposed an authentication scheme to
verify the authenticity and integrity of 3D meshes by public
keys [6]. The basic idea of the scheme is to embed a digital
signature within the 3D mesh so that only the public key
that is publicly accessible is required for authentication. The
scheme provides a convenient way to publicly authenticate
3D meshes. Furthermore, it inserts an individual digital
signature to each 3D mesh piece so that a tampered mesh
piece can be identified precisely.

Wu and Cheung’s scheme also proposes a way to embed
digital signature within 3D meshes imperceptibly. It assumes
that each vertex of a 3D mesh is a coordinate ofx, y and
z values represented by floating point numbers. According
to the specification of the single-precision binary floating-
point number format [14], a floating-point number consists
of three fields, namely theSign with the most significant
bit (with index 31), theExponentwith the middle 8 bits
(with index from 23 to 30) and theMantissa with the
last 23 bits (with index from 0 to 22). The actual value
of a floating-point number is computed by(−1)Sign ×
2Exponent−127 × 1.Mantissa. The least significant bit is
the last bit of Mantissa (i.e., the bit with the index0). If
the least significant bit is replaced, the introduced relative
error is no more than2−23. The distortion of the mesh
is therefore negligible even if the LSB of each vertex is
changed arbitrarily. Using LSBs to store the digital signature,
which is adopted by Wu and Cheung’s scheme, is thus
imperceptible. In this way, the file format does not need
to be changed. This means whether the digital signature is
inserted to a piece or not, the previous rendering engine
which cannot verify the digital signature can still parse and
render the mesh content correctly.

E. Secret Key Exchange

In secure group communication, a pair of the group mem-
bers need to negotiate a secret key for encryption/decryption
between them. Many key exchange protocols can be used for
the purpose. In this subsection, we introduce a password-
based key exchange protocol [15] proposed by Bellare,
Pointcheval and Rogaway. The protocol can be used to
exchange a secret key shared between usersA andB with



a pre-specified large primep, a pre-specifiedprimitive root
(or generator) g of p, and a shared passwordpw known
only by A and B. It’s security is based on the complexity
of solving the discrete logarithm problem and can be proved
in a formal model even though the password is chosen from
a small range. It has the following steps:

1) User A first picks a random valuex, then calcu-
lates gx (mod p) and Epw[gx (mod p)]. Note that
for the sake of representation convenience, we omit
“(mod p)” in the rest of the paper.
In this step,A sends his/her identityA and Epw[gx]
to B. The procedure can be abstracted as follows.
A → B : A,Epw[gx]

2) B picks a random numbery and calculatesgy. B also
uses the shared passwordpw to decryptedEpw[gx]
to obtain the valuegx, and calculates the secret key
sk′ = H(A‖B‖gx‖gy‖gxy). Finally, B transmits
Epw[gy] and H(sk′‖1) to A. After A receives this
message,A also uses the share passwordpw to decrypt
Epw[gy] to obtain the valuegy, and calculates the
secret keysk′′ = H(A‖B‖gx‖gy‖gyx). Note that
the valuegxy is equivalent togyx, so sk′ = sk′′.
A ensures thatB already knows the secret key by
checkingH(sk′‖1)

?
= H(sk′′‖1). The procedure can

be abstracted as follows.
A ← B : Epw[gy],H(sk′‖1)

3) User A transmits H(sk′‖2) to B, and B ensures
that A already knows the session key by checking
H(sk′‖2)

?
= H(sk′′‖2). The procedure can be ab-

stracted as follows.
A → B : H(sk′‖2)

III. T HE PROPOSEDSCHEME

Observing that users in virtual environments usually
form a group to perform specific tasks, such as visiting a
shopping mall together or fighting monsters cooperatively
in an MMOG, we propose to take advantage of secure
group communication to further reduce the cost of 3D
streaming authentication. The basic idea is for members of a
group, formed by social network facilities or MMOG team
formation tools, to elect a leader according to the reputation,
computing power or connection stability of members. The
leader will verify the authenticity and integrity for 3D con-
tents of interest by a public authentication mechanism, such
as the hash chain-based scheme proposed in [8], and will
then relay the authenticity by encrypted checksum values to
all members of this group via secure group communications.
We also suggest embedding the authentication information
into the LSB of floating point numbers representing 3D con-
tents to make the authentication information imperceptible.

In this section, we show a scheme achieving group-based
P2P 3D streaming authentication for the case of progressive
meshes. The scheme has three phases: 1) secure channel

initialization, 2) authenticity and integrity relay, and 3)
verification. We describe the details of every phase in the
following subsections.

A. Secure Channel Initialization Phase

In the first phase, group members elect a leader, and then
each member establishes asecure channelwith the leader
by a secret key exchange mechanism similar to Bellare et
al.’s [15]. Besides, apadding value(PV) is exchanged after
the secure channel is established. The padding value PV
is used to pad on 3D contents before contents checksum is
calculated. This phase has the following steps for initializing
the secure channel and exchanging PV. We assume all users
have verified/trusted others’ public keys before continuing
the steps below. Note that the public key infrastructure (PKI)
can meet this requirement.

1) Let P = {peer1, peer2, peer3, ..., peern} be a group
of members (peers). Firstly, peers inP elect a leader,
denoted byleader, whereleader ∈ P .

2) Every peer picks an individual random number. Sup-
poseleader picksxi andpeeri picksyi. Thenleader

computesgxi and peeri computesgyi , wherep is a
sufficient large prime andg is p’s generator.

3) leader sends{gxi}PKi
to peeri, where gxi is en-

crypted bypeeri’s public key. The procedure can be
abstracted as follows.
leader → peeri : {gxi}PKi

, where peeri ∈
P\{leader}.

4) peeri sendsgyi andH(gxiyi‖1) to leader, wheregyi

andH(gxiyi‖1) are encrypted byleader’s public key.
The procedure can be described as follows.
leader ← peeri : {gyi}PKleader

, H(gxiyi‖1)
5) leader decrypts the received message in the previous

step to getgyi andH(gxiyi‖1). Thenleader computes
gyixi and the hash value of(gyixi‖1) (note that the
valuegxiyi is equivalent togyixi). leader accepts the
message if the hash value matches withH(gyixi‖1);
otherwiseleader rejects it. Likewise,peeri also does
the same match checking.

6) Now, leader and peeri share a pairwise secret key
ski computed byski = H(gxiyi‖2). leader chooses
a random padding valuePVi, encryptsPVi and its
checksum byski and transmits the encryptedPVi

and checksum topeeri. The procedure is abstracted
as follows.
leader → peeri : Eski

[PVi‖checksum of PVi]
7) peeri decrypts the received message to getPVi and

its checksum, and then checks the legitimation ofPVi.
peeri accepts the secret keyski if PVi is legitimate;
otherwise,peeri rejects the secret key andleader and
peeri should go through all steps in the first phase.
(However, we omit the star-over process in this paper
to save space.)



B. Authenticity and Integrity Relay Phase

In this phase, the leader performs 3D streaming authen-
tication and relays the authenticity and integrity of 3D
contents. We assume the leader has the ability to quickly
download the 3D contents of interest and verify the au-
thenticity and integrity of the contents by a pre-specified
mechanism, such as hash-chain signature scheme proposed
in [8]. The leader computes checksum values for each
piece of 3D content, and then sends checksum values to
every group member. In order to prevent an insider from
forging 3D contents and their corresponding fake checksum
values to cheat normal group members, a padding valuePVi

for peeri is added to each piece of 3D contents before
calculating the checksum values. Moreover, a timestamp
is also delivered along with checksum values to make the
scheme more secure.

Many methods can be used for calculating the checksum
value of a piece of data. Among them, the cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) is the most well known method. However, CRC
uses the division operation, so its computation cost is not as
low as one may expect, especially when the chosen divisor is
large. Actually, the computation cost of CRC is as high as the
MD5 hash function when the divisor is longer than 32 bits
according to a report in [16]. So, picking a fast checksum
algorithm, such as Adler 32, is essential for our proposed
scheme.

To sum up, the leader verifies the authenticity and integrity
of the received 3D contents, computes for eachpeeri the
checksum of each piece of contents by adding the padding
value PVi, and then sends eachpeeri the checksum en-
crypted by secret keyski. The procedure is abstracted as
follows.

leader → peeri : Eski
[ci‖ti‖cti]

Note thatcj , tj , ctj in the above abstraction stands for the
checksum of data pieceDj , the checksum of the time stamp
of cj , and the checksum ofcj and tj according to Table I.

C. Verification Phase

In this phase, group members authenticate 3D streaming
data with the help of the leader. By peer-to-peer 3D stream-
ing techniques, such as FLoD [4], [5], a group member
peeri can download 3D contents from any source in the
network. After downloading a data piece,peeri can verify
the authenticity and integrity by the checksum values sent
by the leader. The steps for the verification taken bypeeri

are described below.
1) peeri receives the data pieceDj of 3D contents from

any other peer, the leader or the server, and receives
the authentication message form the leader.

2) peeri decrypts the authentication message sent by the
leader to obtainci‖ti‖cti.

3) peeri first checks if the authentication message is
legitimate by comparingcti with the checksum ofci

and ti.

4) peeri checks whether the timestamp is obsolete or not

by the equation:current time − ti
?

< TH, where
TH is a pre-specified threshold of time.

5) peeri computes the checksum valuec′i of the received
data pieceDj and perform the following checking:

c′j
?
= cj .

If the result of the checking is positive, then the data
pieceDj is authenticated.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The security of the proposed group-based 3D streaming
authentication scheme is based on 1) the trust of the leader
and 2) the authenticity and integrity relay by encrypted
checksum values sent by the leader. Below, we perform
security analysis in these two aspects.

A. The Trust of the Leader

The group leader is designated to verify the authenticity
and the integrity of 3D contents and to relay the verification
to other group members. A totally trusted group leader is
ideal. However, motivations for the leader to cheat indeed
exist in spite that the leader was usually chosen with his/her
higher reputation than others. Fortunately, the proposed
scheme uses the leader’s public key to securely exchange
the secret key, so that a peerA can always identify another
peerB whenB plays the role of the leader and cheats. To
detect cheating, we can designate more than one leaders to
separately relay authenticity and integrity to group members.
The cheating of an individual leader (or a minority of
leaders) can be detected unless a majority of group leaders
collude to cheat.

B. Authenticity and Integrity Relay

The group leader relays the authenticity and integrity of
3D contents to all other group members after 3D contents
are successfully verified. The authenticity and integrity of
3D contents can be confirmed by group members because it
is infeasible to modify 3D contents to match the encrypted
checksum without the knowledge of the secret key used
to encrypt the checksum. Moreover, the proposed scheme
embeds timestamps in checksum authentication messages,
so a replayed checksum message will be discarded if the em-
bedded timestamp is obsolete. This can prevent adversaries
from disseminating outdated 3D contents to group members.
The relay process is therefore secure.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed scheme in terms
of 1) the computation cost saved, and 2) the rendering
quality when imperceptible 3D mesh authentication scheme
is integrated with the proposed scheme. As we will show,
about 2/3 computation is saved and the rendering quality is
acceptable. Below we begin with evaluating the computation
cost.
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A. Computation Cost

In the proposed scheme, the group leader needs to verify
the authenticity and integrity of 3D contents with a pre-
specified authentication mechanism, such as the hash chain-
based mechanism proposed in [8], while group members
only need to perform the verification with encrypted check-
sum values sent by the leader. Consequently, the group
members save a lot of computation, while the leader bears
heavier computation load. We assume that 1) the pre-
specified authentication mechanism is the hash chain-based
mechanism proposed in [8], and 2) the mechanism uses
SHA-1 hash function, and 3) the proposed scheme uses
the Adler32 checksum function and the AES/CTR 128-bit
secret key encryption/decryption function. In Figure 2, we
plot, according to benchmarks reported in [16], the CPU
consumption time of a group member for the hash chain-
based authentication scheme and the proposed scheme under
different data piece data sizes. We can easily observe that
the proposed scheme consumes less computation time than
its counterpart and the superiority is more significant when
the data piece size is larger. When data piece size is about
0.9MB, about 2/3 computation is saved.

On the other hand, the leader has heavier computation
load since it needs to calculate the checksum value of each
data piece separately for each individual group member.
Furthermore, the leader should encrypt the checksum values
by a secret key separately for every group member before
sending them to the member. The computation load of the
leader thus increases with the number of group members.
Fortunately, the checksum and the secret-key encryption do
not cause too much computation and the number of group
members is usually not too large. Note that when a group
has too many members, we can demand the members to
elect more leaders so that each leader will serve only a small
number of members. Figure 3 plots the relationship between
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the group size and the leader’s CPU consumption.

B. Rendering Quality for Imperceptible Authentication

As mentioned in Section III, authentication information
is suggested to be embedded into the LSB of floating
point numbers representing progressive meshes to make the
information imperceptible. In this section, we evaluate the
rendering quality for such information embedding when the
hash-chained based authentication scheme proposed in [8]
is adopted to authenticate progressive meshes. Figure 4(a)
and Figure 4(b) show the rendering of the base mesh and
the full mesh of a horse model represented by progressive
meshes. Since a typical digital signature is about the size
from 1024 to 2048 bits and the base mesh has 60 vertices
in the horse model, each floating point number has to carry
12 bits of a 2048-bit digital signature. Figure 4(c) shows the
base mesh of which every floating point number carries 12
bits of the digital signature. We can see that distortion exists
between Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(c). However, the result
is acceptable since the base mesh is just used to roughly
show the simplified shape of the 3D model. On the other
hand, since a SHA-1 hash value occupies 160 bits and every
vertex split has about 15 vertices in the horse model, each
floating point number has to carry 4 bits of the hash value.
Figure 4(d) shows the rendering of the horse model with
the complete mesh embedded with hash values. We can see
that there is almost no difference between Figure 4(b) and
Figure 4(d). This result indicates that the rendering quality of
imperceptible hash chain-based 3D streaming authentication
scheme is acceptable for the case of progressive meshes.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented an authentication scheme for group-
based peer-to-peer 3D streaming using secure group com-
munication to reduce CPU time consumption. The group



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. (a)Original base mesh (b)Original complete mesh (c)Base mesh
in which 12 floating point number LSBs carry authentication information
(d)Complete mesh in which 4 floating point number LSBs carry authenti-
cation information

leader is assumed to be trusted and is designated to ver-
ify 3D contents’ authenticity and integrity with a public
authentication mechanism, and to send group members a
encrypted checksum value for every content piece via group
secure channels. By the encrypted checksum values, a group
member can authenticate 3D contents downloaded from
any source. Since checksum is cheap to compute, much
computation is saved. One problem of the proposed scheme
is that it requires every group member should establish
a secret key shared with the leader, which incurs a lot
of computations and communications. Fortunately, users in
a virtual environment of a group usually establish such
keys when joining the group. So, there is no extra cost
of establishing secret keys caused by the proposed scheme.
Another problem of the proposed scheme is that the leader
bears a heavier load than others. To remedy the problem,
we can allow multiple leaders to be elected so that a leader
serves only a limited amount of members.

We have evaluated the computation saving of the proposed
scheme for the case of progressive meshes using the hash
chain signature 3D streaming authentication scheme. As we
have shown, about 2/3 computation is saved for the group
member using the proposed scheme when data piece is about
0.9MB. We have also evaluated the rendering quality when
embedding hash chain signatures into the floating point
number least significant bits (LSBs) of the mesh data to
make the signatures imperceptible. As we have shown, the
rendering quality is acceptable.
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